Strain Imaging Detects Dose-Dependent Segmental Cardiac Dysfunction in the Acute Phase After Breast Irradiation.
We examined the utility of echocardiographic 2-dimensional speckle tracking strain imaging (SI) for the evaluation of segmental myocardial dysfunction before and after radiation therapy (RT) and the relationship to dose exposure. We prospectively recruited 40 women with left-sided breast cancer, undergoing only adjuvant RT to the left chest. Comparisons of traditional echocardiographic parameters and SI parameters at baseline and 6 weeks after RT were analyzed. Regional strain and strain rate (SR) parameters were obtained from all 18 left ventricular segments. The correlation of change in strain parameters with segmental radiation dose was examined. We observed a significant reduction in global and segmental systolic strain parameters at 6 weeks after RT compared with baseline, with the largest decrement in the apical segments; this corresponded with the segments receiving the highest radiation dose exposure (apical peak systolic strain of -21.21% ± 3.49% before RT vs -18.69% ± 3.34% after RT, percentage change of 11.88%, P=.002; apical peak systolic SR of -1.17 ± 0.24 s-1 before RT vs -1.04 ± 0.19 s-1 after RT, percentage change of 11.11%, P=.008). There was a modest correlation between the apical segment systolic strain reduction and radiation dose exposure (apical segment Δ change and apical radiation dose, r=0.345, P=.031; apical segment percentage change and apical radiation dose, r=0.346, P=.031). A significant reduction in early diastolic SR was observed in the apical segments after treatment compared with baseline (apical early diastolic SR, 1.54 ± 0.45 s-1 before RT vs 1.35 ± 0.33 after RT s-1; percentage change, 12.34%; P=.034). Two-dimensional SI detected dose-related regional myocardial dysfunction in the acute phase after RT in chemotherapy-naive left-sided breast cancer patients. Although the long-term effects remain unknown, this imaging modality may have a potential role in the evaluation of irradiation-related cardiotoxicity.